Casual-Black

Casual-Light Grey

Casual-Gold

Casual-Natur

Casual-Snow White Casual-Walnut

Casual-Grey

Casual-Neutral

Casual-White

Casual - oiled
Oiled surface gives the wood a very soft and natural look.
Protection of the floor surface, while emphasizing its real beauty, is exactly what oil will provide
for your flooring.
It creates stunning and energetic atmosphere, ideal to interpret the decorative and
contemporary living concept, but at the same time to harmonize and enhance any style
furniture.
The proposed shades offer multiple solutions for customizing spaces with charm and
personality.
It is important to mention that all the finishing oil ingredients are natural, which greatly
contributes to the importance of ecology and environment presservation

Chevron

Delight-Adriatica

Delight-Chocolate

Herringbone

Delight-Antique

Delight - Oak, lye, oiled, brushed
Refreshing, modern and natural! It is not always easy to achive new, vivid colours on wood surface.
Wood is natural material loving its natural colour.
The perfect fusion of the shades create a unique effect that resembles a work of art.
Lovers of natural material will enjoy in the possibility of wood giving such a colour.
This blend confirms the union between antique style and modern product giving the surroundings
a charming and prestigious feeling that is difficult to obtain with other floors.
With Delight antique art, modern design and fashion, as if by magic, are brought together in a
Single product and with these coloured accents leave an enchanting look on the floor.
The range of colors, can turn ideas into reality, bringing a personal touch to undeniable charm and
elegancein any room.

Rich - Creme

Rich - Gold

Rich – Snow White

Rich – Light Brown

Rich – Light Grey

Rich – Natur

Rich - White

Rich - Brown

Rich - oiled, brushed
Authentic and with a unique character. Gives surfaces the solid, tactile, appearance of the
naturally aged wood, creating a modern settings of refined home atmosphere.
Ideal for interior decoration of buildings also of particular historical and artistic level,
evokes past sensations and realizes extraordinary classic, refined and timeless environments.
It portrays a plain and elegant style, pleasant to the touch.
This collection is ideal for areas where you want to give the impression of the rustic – yet due
to its warm tones – pleasant interior, where, very easily, you get a feel of nostalgia for
some carefree moments.
The colours of this collection create a balance between the antique decorations of luxurious
villas and noble palaces and the needs of the houses of the 21st century

Tender-Grey

Tender-Natur

Tender-Snow White Tender-White

Tender-Neutral

Tender-Gold

Tender-Brown
Tender Touch – oiled soft brushed
The soft, compact look and the refined surface effects meet both, the needs of the new trends in
contemporary architecture, as well aș requests for decoration in traditional architecture.
Lightly brushed surface makes wood appear more natural. If you desire your interior to
demonstrate your taste and to be a reflection of harmony and design, you can achieve it with
different colour options.
Playfull surface will ensure colour to apear more vibrant, and only a little bit of rustic.
The rich color choice ranges from delicate pastels to more intense colors.
With Tender Touch collection you will achieve fashionable and timeless expression

Ash - Gold

Ash - Grey

Ash - Natur

Ash - Snow

Ash - Black

Ash - Brown

Soft - oiled, light brushed
Soft brushing effect makes wood appear more alive. giving wood more texture is like revealing its
pure beauty.
Pleasant however not too strong brushing feeling creates adoration.
Only because of texture room will show in new light.
Oak solid flooring is very adaptable material easily combined with each interior style.
More than a flooring, because of durability, timeless beauty, and leading role in setting trends for
decades.
Subtle charm of light brushed surface enriches the atmosphere of the room

